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Supplies  Precut 5 or 10 inch squares, or cut your own squares:  10 x 10, 5 x 5 , or 3 x 3 inches;  
Pellon 830 Easy Pattern Tracing cloth or similar product, Fabric glue stick, FriXion erasable pen or other 
disappearing marking pen, Embroidery scissors or other sharp pointed scissors like Karen Kay Buckley’s Perfect 
scissors. 

uCut Pattern Cloth Cut squares of pattern cloth to match the tool you 
are using:  10 x 10, 5 x 5 or 3 x 3 inches.  

vTrace Acrylic Tool Align the acrylic tool with the edges of a square 
of pattern cloth and trace the inner leaf shape edge with a FriXion pen.  It 
doesn’t matter which side of the pattern cloth you mark on.

wStitch  With the right side of the quilt fabric square facing up, layer the pattern cloth on top with the 
stitching line visible on top. Using a 1.5 mm stitch, sew on the marked line starting at the middle side of the leaf 
shape. 
 

xTrim  Using sharp, pointed scissors, clip about 1/8 inch away from the inside edge of the stitching, trimming 
all the way around.  Cut into each point as close to the stitching as you can.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trim about 1/8 
inch away from 
the stitching 
line on the 
inside of the 
leaf shape.

Trace inside 
edge.

Sew with a 1.5 
mm stitch along 
the stitching line.

Start/end on the  
middle side of 
the leaf shape.

Clip

Cut into the  
point as close to 
the stitching as 
you can without 
cutting the thread.

Tip:  the left 
over cut out leaf 
shapes can be 
used to make a 
finished edge 
applique leaf.

Quilt fabric face up with 
marked pattern cloth 
layered on top held in 
place with a few pins.
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yPress and Turn  Before turning, lightly press the pattern cloth edge toward the center with the tip of the 
iron. Turn the pattern cloth to the wrong side, and grab the pattern cloth in the corners near the points of the 
leaf shape and pull/snap until you see a bit of the quilt block fabric to form the point. Press along the edges of the 
leaf shape so you see a bit of the quilt block fabric on the wrong side and no pattern cloth showing on the front 
side.

 
 
 
 
 
 

zLayer and Glue  Lightly glue the top fabric to the pattern cloth. Then position the cutout 
piece on top of the bottom peekaboo fabric square and lightly glue the two layers together. 

Pull/Snap the 
pattern cloth 
while holding 
the quilt fabric 
in place until 
you see a bit of 
the quilt block 
fabric in the 
point.  

a bit of 
Glue

Use the tip of 
the iron to lightly 
press the pattern 
cloth toward the  
cutout.  

Then turn the 
pattern cloth to 
the inside (wrong 
side).

Give the top cutout 
piece a good pressing 
after turning and 
layer it on top of the 
peekaboo (bottom) 
quilt fabric square.

Get the edges of the 
top layer lined up with 
the edges of bottom 
peekaboo fabric as 
best you can.  Glue 
or pin the layers 
together.

The cutout top layer will have a bit 
of distortion that will be be hidden 
in the seam when the blocks are 
sewn together.

{Edge Stitching  For smaller quilts the edge 
stitching around the leaf shape can be done at the 
same time as the quilting.  

For larger quilts, and especially larger quilts using 
10 inch blocks, it is recommended to edge stitch the 
leaf shape to the peekaboo fabric before piecing the 
blocks together.

After sewing the blocks together, press the 
seams open.

Tip:  You can sometimes 
skip the glue step and 
use a few pins to hold 
the layers together when 
working with the smaller 
block sizes and on a 
smaller quilt top.

Temporary adhesive 
spray can also be used.

❖ To view a video of this technique, go to:
 www.JenniferRapacki.com/videos

Edge Stitch around the leaf 
shape fairly close to the 
edge either during quilting or 
before piecing the blocks.


